
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Welcome to the Harvest Sky Region! 
Endless possibilities await investors, residents, and visitors. 

 

 

 

 

Happy Holidays and a prosperous New Year from the 

Harvest Sky Region 

   
As we move from 2022 into 2023, we want to thank you for helping support our efforts to make 

the Harvest Sky Region the destination of choice for new investment, residents and tourists! 

 

We’re working hard to bring economic development to our region in many forms but it takes 

everyone pulling in the same direction to make our communities successful. It’s also helpful 

when we can share stories of the amazing people that live here.  

 

 

Our most popular posts and widely 

shared marketing is when we can 

showcase our great communities and the 

residents that live here.  

 

Showing our attractions and people 

enjoying themselves helps others discover 

what a great place we live in. 

 

So, if you’ve got a story, a fun time, an 

attraction or just a smile you’d like to 

share, we’d love to hear from you! Please 

feel free to share your stories with us on 

our social media platforms or email them 

to us: mark.nikota@harvestsky.ca  
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Social Media – Follow us on Twitter, Linkedin and Facebook 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project Updates 
 

Agricultural Centre 

 

They’ve hired an architect to formalize building & site plans and get the project to a conceptual design phase. This 

will happen over the next few months and will include community engagement. Keep up to date by following the Ag 

Centre Project on Facebook: search Harvest Sky Region Ag Centre Project or on the harvestsky.ca website.  

 

Investment Attraction 

 

We are receiving interest from a number of companies that have seen the promotional pieces we’ve put out about 

the Sheerness Industrial Park. Companies focused on a variety of industries including energy production (hydrogen 

for example) and agricultural production (greenhouses). The exciting part is that companies are starting to reach out 

to us about the park, in addition to our efforts to reach out to them. This means word is getting out about the 

opportunities that exist in the Harvest Sky region. We will continue to make the case that we have the best place to 

do business in the province. For more information on the park, go to the Special Areas website: 

https://specialareas.ab.ca/invest/sheerness-industrial/  

 

Tourism  
 

Harvest Sky is partnering with Special Areas on a tourism project to attract people onto the Dinosaur Trail, including 

a stop at Carolside to see a new Dinosaur display. Stay tuned for more on that project.  

 

We are also involved in renewing the Badlands Regional Tourism Zone with Travel Alberta and are working with 

Travel Drumheller to extend stops out from Drumheller and into our communities. If you’re a tourism business, make 

sure you pass along any ideas you have that can help us capture visitors as they drive bye.   

 

 

 

 

 

For more information contact 

Mark Nikota, Economic Development Manager 

at 403-854-0589 or mark.nikota@harvestsky.ca   
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